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Ouzo effect
The ouzo effect (also louche effect and spontaneous
emulsification) is a milky (louche) oil-in-water emulsion
that is formed when water is added to ouzo and other
anise-flavored liqueurs and spirits, such as pastis, raki,
arak, sambuca and absinthe. Because such
microemulsions occur with only minimal mixing and are

highly stable, the ouzo effect may have commercial applications.

Ouzo effect - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouzo_effect

Ouzo effect - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouzo_effect
The ouzo effect during the preparation of absinthe. The ouzo effect (also louche effect
and spontaneous emulsification) is a milky oil-in-water emulsion that is formed when
water is added to ouzo and other anise-flavored liqueurs and spirits, such as pastis,
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rakÄ±, arak, sambuca and absinthe.

The Ouzo Effect under the magnifying glass --
ScienceDaily
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160714091720.htm
When alcohol starts evaporating, the Ouzo effect causes the drop to get 'milky', after all
water has evaporated as well, a droplet of anise-oil remains. Credit: Image courtesy of
University of Twente The life phases of an Ouzo drop.

Images of ouzo effect
bing.com/images

See more images of ouzo effect

What is the Ouzo effect? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-Ouzo-effect
When you pour it out of the bottle, there is a high enough percentage of alcohol in the
glass that certain flavor molecules ( which are oils) â€¦

The Ouzo Effect under the magnifying glass - Phys.org
phys.org › Physics › Condensed Matter
Caused by the rapid movement, the ouzo effect that started at the rim, will spread out
through the whole of the drop. Until then, the shape of the drop is still spherical, as
expected. Evaporating Ouzo drop: at first, alcohol â€¦

Ouzo + water effect - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5jbxh0C0UU

Aug 10, 2009 · reaction ouzo with water captured with
nikon D90
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Videos of ouzo effect
bing.com/videos

See more videos of ouzo effect

Ouzo effect - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics
https://www.sciencedirect.com/.../ouzo-effect
Ouzo effect Spontaneous emulsifications are catastrophic phase inversions, less
expensive and energy-efficient techniques that utilize the chemical energy stored in the
system (Bilbao-Sáinz et al., 2010).

The Ouzo Effect - Ezine - spectroscopyNOW.com
www.spectroscopynow.com/.../sepspec18310ezine/The-Ouzo-Effect.html
Fans of Ouzo will be all too familiar with the effect of adding water to their favourite tipple
- the drink turns cloudy almost instantaneously. Now, new insights from NMR
spectroscopy could explain why this happens and independent results on the same
emulsification process might one day be ...
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